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Aspectivity 

All Upcoming Events  at High St Rd subject  
to field works until further notice. 

Next Meeting is on:  

Friday 9th April 

Glen Waverley  

Primary School 
 

8.00pm Start 

6th May ...deadline for next edition 

  Apr2010 

   Issue 431 

..monthly Newsletter of the Victorian Association of Radio Model Soaring Inc. 

VARMS - Fostering the Sport of Radio Controlled Soaring in Victoria 

11 Apr  Training + VARMS Trophy High St Rd VARMS 

11 Apr DLG 9.00am High St Rd F3K 

18 Apr VMAA Thermal  Lg # 9 High St Rd RCGA 

24-26Apr Taggerty Scale Aerotow Hanb‟ry fld RCGA 

25 Apr Training High St Rd VARMS 

1 May Scale Aerotow High St Rd VARMS 

2 May RCGA F3B  Lg # 6 Diggers Rst RCGA 

2 May DLG 9.00 am  High St Rd F3k 

9 May Training on Mums Day High St Rd VARMS 

16 May  RCGA Thermal Lg #10 Diggs Rest RCGA 

Show and Tell...all very welcome 
 

Full update on whats „appening 

with the council..The Only place to 

hear the full and true story. 
 

Q and A for all and sundry 
 

Stuff  ….lots and lotsa stuff 

Beauty and the Beast  or  Alex Evans with his unflown Hawkeye 
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The Keyboard 
 

Your frequency key should have your full name 
written clearly on it so that you can be easily rec-
ognised and contacted in case of a frequency 
clash. Mobile phone number on your key is a 
good idea too, in case you have departed and left 
your key in the board thus stopping somebody 
else from using that frequency. Members with 
2.4 GHz radio sets should still insert a standard 
key in the appropriate section of the keyboard. 

Please send articles and photos for  

Publication in Aspectivity to: 

Editor, Aspectivity 
 

 mhaysom@tpg.com.au  
 

Or 
 

 Colin Smith (compiler) 

colinkay@lizzy.com.au 

 Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fri Sat  Sun 

9.00-12.00 Power Glider Power Glider Power Power (Aerotow first sat of month) Glider 

12.01-5.00 Glider Power Glider Power Glider Glider (Aerotow first sat of month) Glider 

Editorial and Site Management Report – April 2010 
Site: VARMS Glider Field: Firstly, I am still having many call outs to let in, other users of the High 

Street Road entrance gate. One of our members even managed to lock another user in! As I explained 

last month, All padlocks, except the one locking the chain to the gate, must be linked in Series such that 

Any Person opening Any 0ne of these padlocks will allow entry or exit.  I know it is difficult at times 

but please try a little harder to get it right. In all but one instance it is our padlock that is the offending 

one.  

Little has happened, as regards the site, over the past month because the KCC has had to contend with 

other issues. There is another KCC / VARMS meeting planned for the fourth week of April to discuss 

our agreement and a number of other issues, including the access road and car park, that will directly 

affect the club especially with Winter being just around the corner. There is other work going on in the 

background around the planning/preparation of our “permanent” landing field and if anyone in the club 

has a background in the construction of playing fields; please contact me, Martin or Colin C. 

Editorial: I don‟t know, first hand, if we are getting enough articles for publication in Aspectivity but 

several members are submitting great works that are interesting for many. (We are getting some triffic 

stuff in from members, and many thanks to them, I have very little infilling to do, ...Colin Smith) I should 

mention that the graphical display of flying times, in the last edition, created some comment was not of 

my doing but just a simplification of the present situation. When the KCC/VARMS Agreement is final-

ised there may be some changes that could benefit some sections of our membership. 

It is time to record the passing of one of our past members, Mal Caesar. Many of you will remember 

Mal at VARMS as one of the great characters that make aeromodelling what is today. I first remember 

Mal when I was active in racing go-carts in the late 50‟s. He was bigger and heavier than me and com-

peted in another class but he was a very friendly fellow willing to help anyone. Like me he was always a 

modeller first and last. He was one of those people that turned up at the field and just did as he pleased 

and as, President, I was asked to get him to follow rules and such, but he just smiled and went on doing 

what he loved but he never did any real harm and definitely helped many VARMS flyers to perform bet-

ter. I remember him, couple of years ago, trying to teach “Trevor”, a Hawker Typhoon WW2 pilot, who 

after about 2 years never got to hold the Tx for more than a few minutes, finally giving up the fight as 

his eyesight began to fail. Mal was patient and persistent!  Farewell Mal. 

Colin Smith has raised a few points of interest: what sort of general meeting do you, as members, want? 

As you have elected an executive committee to run all of the club business there is little point in, should 

I dare say “wasting” a lot of time arguing about small issues at the meeting? Colin S has suggested a few 

ideas to create more interesting meetings. Colin, or I, will make a point of mentioning these at the next 

meeting. 

That‟s All for Now Folks, Happy Flying,……………………………....Max Haysom 

mailbox://C%7C/Documents%20and%20Settings/Owner/Application%20Data/Thunderbird/Profiles/brdtvhp4.default/Mail/pop.lizzy.com.au/Inbox?number=752819584
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President’s Prattle 

Greeting's all, 
  
  I am starting this just after arriving home from the Australian Free Flight Champs near Narrandera, 
and I have just realized I have almost ZILCH to write about, so, being a positive sort of a bloke I'll make 
a start. 
  
 As mentioned at the last meeting, we lost Mal Ceasar about a month ago. I first met Mal when the 
Dandenong  Club used to fly out of the Police Paddocks, right where the hockey field is now. I would be 
flying Free Flight gliders, while about 20 would be flying radio. Thinking back, I often had more control 
of my Free Flighters than they did with their R/C, as it was all fairly primitive in those days.. There were 
not as many trees then, but the area  still seems small, with a hill to the north and power lines to the 
south, but the modellers  didn't seem to have much trouble getting their models in and out. My memo-
ries of Mal from those times, ...... not much different from the memories of  those that new him in latter 
years really, fun loving, willing to have a go, reasonably competent, and always had a story.   RIP Mal, I 
for one am richer for having met you. 
  
  Next up.... the field, and really there is no news. That is, things are pretty much as they were last 
month, but perhaps I can elaborate a little. 
 Firstly, we have  submitted a "Wish List" for the Shed, in fact 2 lists, plan A and plan B.    Plan B is the 
American Barn ,8m x 12m, with a 4m veranda. We have had Plan B agreed to by Knox in concept for 
about 8 months, but the main disadvantage is that it has internal posts, and we thought it better to have 
a clean floor, so plan A was hatched, which consists of a shed, 8m x 12m, with a pitched roof running 
north - south, again with a 4m veranda on the west side.  As yet we have had no reply. 
  Secondly, we are attempting to find a way of levelling the field, about 150mtrs sq, and as with a lot of 
things, the more you look into it, the more you need to realise the pitfalls.  Common wisdom tells us that 
we need to "Farrow" the field to a level lower than the lows in the undulations, then level it, top dress 
and seed. The bit we are having trouble with is the"Farrowing", as Martin considers we do not have the 
resources.   We are knocking on a lot of doors, one of them will open to what we want inside, at a price 
we can afford. 
  Thirdly, there has been no news since the meeting we had regarding our Licence Agreement, so we 
can only assume all is well. 
  On all of these three matters, my "Gut Feeling" is that Knox  has an issue with the complex that is re-
quiring a lot of attention, and our " No Brainers" have been pushed aside.   Having got Easter behind 
us, I'm hopeful some answers will be forthcoming. 
  
  Next Up.... The VMAA trophy this weekend at the state field......   Now, as most of you know, We are 
the current champions, and as such, are going to defend it.    Now, that wasn't meant to happen, as 
VARMS have only ever gone there to have a bit of fun, and "get in the way" , and I see no reason that 
we should do it any different this year.   I hear we have entry's in most, if not all events, and it should be 
a hoot.  I would love to see some members spectating, as it really is a fun thing.    Maybe we can do 
some car pooling at the meeting on friday night? 
  
 That's it for me, I'm off to polish my medal from last year !............... Col 

For details of how to get to the VMAA Trophy 

venue go to the VMAA’s new website at :- 

  www.vmaa.com.au  
The state flying field is clearly indicated. They 

have even got a printoutable map to make it 

easier to find out in the boondocks. 
 

APRIL 10th and 11th  

 

Many thanks to all contributors for an-

swering the call to get things in before 

the Easter break….sure made my job 

cobbling this lot together a whole lot 

easier ...thanks guys. 

 Colin Smith 
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 VARMS March 2010 Club General Meeting. 
 

Held at Glen Waverley Primary School Hall,,Friday,12 March , 2010 .8.20 p.m. 

Apologies -   Ian Pearson.   Visitors Nil.. 

Secretary -  VMAA February,2010 Exec Meet notes.; VMAA Aeromodelling promo-

tion brochures; ltr. re wing core foam cutting facility available. 
 

President’s Report. 

Topics – 

1) Introductory Modeller talks- (“Meet & Greet” Segment) 

a) Theo Arvanitakis – job -  Technical Sales & Service-13 Yrs in VARMS Favorite 

model – “Pike Perfect” contest glider. 

Favorite VARMS Exp. – flying at Camperdown. 

Claim to fame – Competing in “Worlds” Glider Comp. 

b) Lindsay Henderson – Job – Consumer Affairs Divn. Melbourne – Yrs in VARMS –

pre 1990- taught to fly by martin Briggs 

Fav Modelling exp – flying helicopters. Fav. VARMS Exp. – flying at Camperdown. 

“magic “site- Claim to fame – 5th in Heli comp in Aussie national. 
 

2) Other General Issues 
a) Doncaster Club Shade cloth Purchase-issues raised, of field erection and transport 

to field from storage area. 

b) Field maintenance purchase issues – search still under way, for suitable harrows/

farrows. 

c) Glenfern Road – power flying in valley – potential conflict with slope soaring at 

site?  Situation currently being monitored – Max Haysom to continue to liaise with 

farmer /owner of site.- exclusive use of 2.4g Tx sets by power group – how do we police 

this? 

d) VMAA Trophy –report by John Riley 

Contest at State Field over period 10-11 April 2010.-call for pilots in each of flight cate-

gories ,incl Electric Glider ,Club Racing, Most Unusual Model, Musical landings & 

Scale Aerobatics. Most of details in latest  Aspectivity. 

e) Club Scale Competition – proposed for August 2010 General meeting. Tentative 

convenors – Geoff Hearn & Frank Smith. 

f) Club Auction – to be held at school hall , over October Club general Meeting – to take form of “Car boot” sale, inside 

hall, with convenor, Tim Mellor, in charge of event.-see Tim for details. 

Bruce Clapperton -topics 

i)VARMS Trophy  next round Sunday 14 March,2010 at Briggs Field. 

ii) Club Visitors Book – (for flight operations ) at Briggs Field. Update format book to be placed in keyboard box, for use at 

all times.- new rules a mixture of VARMS & VMAA Flight rules – Club Glider  Training issues at [present being reviewed 

with secretary of VMAA. 
 

Max Haysom – Briggs Field development issues report. 

aa) Field Licence Agreement terms –now almost “Signed Off”- proposed grant of 5 years initial term, on proposed 

“Peppercorn” rental, and  original “Heads of Agreement” now tied in with Licence. 

ab) Field  Access  road to be re-furbished this coming week. 

ac) “Club House” Shed issues discussed by Committee, in February meeting – dimensions 8mx12mroof area with pitched 

roof and verandah – 4m.x12m.;windows & insulation ,plus 3 roller doors at one end ,all  to be installed at time of shed erec-

tion; timing of shed erection, to be tied in, with concrete floor ”Pad” for shed.-All these field issues probably final-

ized ,around September,2010. 

Ad) Further meetings with Knox Council – the above “Shed “ issues to be raised with Council, next week. 

Aspectivity. Colin Smith advised of computer production problems – now resolved. 
 

General Business  
Club Training  -Report by Ian Slack– all going well – good attendance numbers each week. 

Scale Group report – Ian Slack – last Saturday Aerotow at field went very well – Geelong Aerotow Meeting coming up – 

Swan Hill meeting late may, - for details, see Ian 

Competition report – Alan Mayhew.next event – State Glider Champs, to be held at State Flying Field. See Alan for details. 

“Model Engines” -  Club visit – report by Max Haysom – no definite date as yet ,but proposed in Mid May 2010 – details to 

be in Aspectivity. 

“Monte Tyrell” Scale day – R& DARCS Scale contest day at their field –m 21 march 2010 – see Lou Rodman for details. 

Club Member – “Show & Tell” Segment 
Andrew Allen – “Thermal Prelude” with removable tail & 3 piece wing – great for small space storage! 

Ian Slack –“ Flair” kit  K8. Kit mods – sheeted centre section for ease of assembly and modified elevator hinging – 

ditto. – impressive “bare” structure. 

AT THE NAB 

Income V's Spending 
Between 1/2/10 and 28/02/10 

  

Income  

Subs 09/10 $321.00 

Total Income $321.00 

  
Expense Categories  

Administration $68.61 

   -Membership   $27.71  

   - Committee Affairs  
$40.90 

 

Aspectivity $141.45 

     -  Printing  $86.45  

     - Postage  $55.00  

Bank Charges $7.00 

Briggs Field $419.61 

   -  Mowing    $167.71  

   -  Maint.   $51.90  

   -  Other   $200.00  

Fee Refunds $92.00 

Gifts $150.00 

  
Insurance $239.00 

   - Flying    $239.00  

  

Total Exp’se Categories $1,117.67 
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VMAA TROPHY APRIL 10
th

 & 11
th

   
 

STATE FLYING FIELD DARRAWEIT GUIM 
 

It is on again and we need to defend our title as the best club ! 
 

There are 10 events as listed below. We don‟t have to have an entry in every event as only the 6 best 

events count towards the trophy, but the broader our participation the better our chances of retaining 

the trophy. Thee event is all about participation and having fun – there are no sheep stations on offer !   
 

Junior members are eligible for extra points and are encouraged to participate 
 

So here is your chance to have a go and help VARMS  retain the OUR trophy  
 

Contact :  John Riley 98743331   or    jwr0@bigpond.net.au 

 

VARMS Trophy 14 March 2010 
 

What a fantastic day! Light winds with big thermals in the offing. So we set about rigging the competi-

tion so that the longest flight on the day would be a winner. In addition, for the unlucky, you could also 

compete to see who could complete the best pair of  2 minute flights. The number of attempts were 

unlimited, so we soon had a lot of planes in the air doing their stuff: many thanks to Leon for setting up 

his winch. Anyway, I posted a good 13 minute flight early to get things started (would someone please 

remind me to go back to the physio?) but was soon out flown by a pair of flyers with bigger thermals 

and better neck muscles - actually I think they ended up lying on the ground. After a while we realised 

that they would be up there all day unless we set a time limit to 30 minutes. In the end we had four 

flights of 28+ minutes and one over 21. After half an hour in the air, the competition came down to the 

last few seconds with Leon Carlos coming in closest to the time. 
 

Longest Flight Scores as follows: 
 

Leon Carlos (29m55s), Steve Testor(29m54s), Danny Malcman (29m46s), Andrew Allen (28m57s), 

Alan Mayhew (21m55s), Bruce Clapperton (13m23s), Barry DeKuyper (8m34s). 
 

Best two 3 minute flight scores (scores are total time difference from 3 minutes) 
 

Bruce Clapperton (1 second), Lew Rodman (3s), Barry DeKuyper/Peter Cossins (7s), Leon Carlos (23s), 

Danny Malcman (47s), Andrew Allen (78s) 
 

Next VARMS Trophy is 11th of April. Hope to see you then……...…….Bruce Clapperton 

Helicopter  Geoff Moore Electric Glider David Hobby   

Thermal Soaring  Alan Mayhew  Musical Landings Colin Collyer   

Old Timer Duration  Peter Cossins  Most Unusual Aircraft Scott Mckenzie   

Fun Scale  Steve Malcman  Club Racing  TBA  

Scale Aerobatics Steve Malcman     

Good Luck to our Combatants 
 

From all  VARMS MEMBERS 
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 Grumman E-2C Hawkeye, Part 2 – By Alex Evans 

OK, so I received the props and spinners… I actually 
ordered the props from Zinger Props in the US (they 
were the only option I could find that have a 4 blade 
props – as both a tractor and a pusher option). 
 
Once that was concluded, I asked Joe Zinger to ship 
them to another company in the US – Tru-Turn, they 
manufacture spinners. I agreed with them, that they 
will receive the props from Zinger, and cut the slots in 
the spinners to for a correct match. They did indeed a 
very nice job, no way could I have done it like that by 
myself – and that was just an extra of $9 per spinner. 
 
Here is how this looks all put together… 

Just in case you wonder, I intend painting those 
blades, and the spinners in Black, or else it will really 
look very “Funny” to say the least. The main 
“question” here is – how do I paint them, and still keep 
them balanced? 
 
The props are made as a metal hub, with inserts of 
each blade held in place by a couple of Allen screws. 
And of course, I also purchased some spare blades, 
both for the tractor and the pusher side of things. 
 
When testing this new combination (11 x 6) on my 
static thrust gizmo, with 4S1P Pack of 5000 m/ah 
rated for 25C, I got some 2.4 Kg of pull at full throttle 
(38A and 8000RPM) – that is better then the larger 
diameter (14 x 7) 2 blades APC prop I had there origi-
nally which game me only 2.2 Kg. 
 
Now, to another side of the equation. My front landing 
gear is a commercial Robart leg. It looks good, and it 
is expensive. So I thought – for the Main landing gear, 
I might as well try making them myself – and I did. 
 
A short trip to Hobby-Man in Dandenong, they have a 
good selection of brass tubes, then some brass flat 
strips, then a visit to Bunnings (I am retired you 
know…) and back home with all those bits of metal, 
get the small Leith earn its keep. Managed to demol-
ish some of the material and gave up on the idea. This 
Lathe is too small for this job, I better go and get 
someone else to machine this for me… 
 

The end result, looks like this: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The inside tube is loaded against a spring – so that it 
will actually be able to take some of the torture at land-
ing time (after all – I am well known for my Kangaroo 
landings…) 
 
I am sure it is not easy to see in the picture, but the 
forks are attached by vertical screws, a to a base silver 
soldered brass flat ring around the base tube. 
 
The Balsa bit that holds the two together in the photo is 
just an aid for taking the picture, not really part of that 
at all. (I don’t have 3 hands to hold it while I take a 
shot) 
 
Those too, will of course get a coat of paint to match. 
 
Now, I needed to make up another part. Not sure if that 
is the only, or if it is the best way to go about it, but I 
needed a “connector” from the servo arm, that will drive 
the two halves of the elevator surfaces… Here it is: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Just a small 6 x 6 mm hardwood stick, with a long 
threaded rod through, and tow other threaded rods one 
on each side, with some thin wire warped around, and 
a good splash of epoxy around it… 
 
Next, its time to start on the tail fathers… Here are the 
first steps of it. The horizontal stabiliser is made out of 
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Blue foam (thanks Ian), skinned with Balsa. Ian told me 
after that – he will never cut blue foam again… 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The vertical fins and rudders are made out of thick 
Balsa sheets, what a mistake… The whole thing ended 
up at some 282 grams. Considering this is hanging at 
about 104 cm from the C.G, I am sure to have some 
serious challenges trying to balance this, and I really 
hate dead weight on my models. 
 
So, I asked Rodney – he said he drills holes in those 
surfaces to reduce weight, why didn’t I think about it 
myself? I carved out the centre parts of the stabilisers 
(both the horizontal and vertical bits) and skinned them 
back… so now they look like this: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
And the gain out of this extra work – 80 grams less, it 
may sound not much, but every gram at this end, will 
save some dead weight at the other end, and reduce 
the total AUW for take off… Just consider – 80g at the 
back end, means around 160g at the front = 240g less! 

As you will notice, this project I large and complex 
enough for me to be able and “Jump” between differ-
ent things, without feeling the need to drop it and 
start another model.  
You could now think that I am just about done… Well 
really far from. Its time to start skinning this fish… 
here is why I call it “Fish” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I hope the picture is clear enough to see where the 
wing is going to be placed. It is around the middle of 
the fuselage, and the metal bits sticking behind it are 
the start of the construction that will hold the An-
tenna Dish. 
 
And the batteries (around 1057 g) can only move as 
far forward as where the nose fibreglass cone is lo-
cated, if you recall from part-1 of the article, inside 
that cone is the radio and the front landing gear leg 
mounting, no room in there for anything else. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
And until next time – fly safe, Alex.  

A man takes his Rotteweiller to the vet.  

'My dog is cross-eyed, is there anything you can do for him?' 

'Well,' said the vet, 'let's have a look at him' 

So he picks the dog up and examines his eyes, then he checks his teeth.  

Finally, he says, 'I'm going to have to put him down.'  

'What?... Because he's cross-eyed?' 

'No, because he's really heavy'                                             Tommy Cooper 
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 WHY?      WHY?      WHY? 
 

Question: 

Why would anyone bother to make a 3 piece wing and a removable tail on a relatively small model such 

as the Prelude Plus? 

 

Answer: 

Not transportation issues, but rather lack of storage space. 

 

All my models are stored in the shed, which also is used for a variety of other tasks. Space it at a pre-

mium. I keep my models in their own hanger (my wife calls it a cupboard !).  

Prior to the Prelude Plus I had 9 models in the hanger.  

 

Two exceptions to the hanger rule are my scale ES65 Platypus which is just too big to go anywhere near 

fitting in, and the Jazz EPP wing which with its fixed vertical fins will not fit.  

 

In order for the Prelude to easily fit I wanted the option of removing the tail and also wanted the wing 

without a dihedral break getting in the way. 

 

The Hanger: 

Scwheizer 1-26 Scale 2.4m    

Club Group Build 
 

Eliminator 100 Thermal 2.4m Plan 
 

Sky Sergio  Electric Thermal 2.2m

 ARF 
 

Windhover   Thermal 2.4m Plan 

(A4 magazine) 
 

Felix   Slope 1.2m   Plan 
 

Chuck glider 400mm   Plan 
 

C/Line Trainer  650mm   Kit 
 

Old Timer Style  Power 1.4m  Plan  
 

Sport Biplane Power 1m   Plan  
 

Prelude Plus  Thermal 2m  Kit 
 

Qty 2 - Orphaned wings      

 

 

Many Thanks to  

Andrew Allen 
For an incite into exactly  

why we do things. 

Always remember you're unique…... Just like everyone else ! 
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Andrew has carefully drawn 

out the intended joiner box 

mechanics so that mistakes 

can be made and eliminated 

before wing foam is cut. 

Joiner bar and don't forget the all important incidence pegs to 

keep it all aligned at the correct angle of attack 

3-Piece wing ,   

Removeable stab,  

Removeable Fin 

 and it all goes back into the 

original box for travelling 

I‟m sure Andrew will be only too 

pleased to tell those who missed 

him and his Prelude at the last 

meeting exactly how he did it all. 
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6. The glass layers are progressively wetted out. 

VORTEX….Laying up a glass fuselage                                                Alan Mayhew 
 

Last time I showed the construction of the VORTEX fuselage pod mould.  Now it‟s time to lay up the 

fuselage itself. This is only one of several ways to layup and join a fuselage but it suits the simple plaster 

mould and produces  quite a  strong joint. 

1.The glass cloth is cut out using a rotary wheel 

cutter and  MDF templates  on HD  polyethylene 

board. 

3. Mould release wax is then applied….never 

skimp on release wax. 

2. Various weights of cloth are used.  

4. PVA release agent is used with blue pigment to 

make the release easier. 

5. When the release agent is dry all the sharp  

internal angles are filled with a resin fiber mix and 

smoothed with a small paint brush to form a fillet. 
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7. When completed, excess resin is removed with 

a paper towel 

8. A critical step. When the resin has partially 

cured ie. is still green. The edges are trimmed 

with a safety razor blade. This is much easier to 

do than you might expect. 

9. Trimming completed 

10. When the glass has fully cured a piece of  

mylar is used to release the job from the mould. 

11. The two halves are taped together with grey 

duct tape 

12. 25mm glass tape is prepared. A long handled 

angled  brush is used to wet out the inside of the 

seam. 

When cured any excess tape can be 

removed showing the  completed job. 
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At a recent meeting Max Haysom was trying to 

find a new home for a biggish “Topflite” Spitfire 

power kit that was all there….. except for the plan. 

“Mr PSS” Max McCullough decided to take up the 

challenge but found that he really did need a plan 

to get all the pieces in the right place.  Anyway we 

were chatting on the slope, as one does, and it was 

suggested that a wanted ad in RCTRADER might 

be worthwhile. So he did and got an almost imme-

diate reply from a Dood in Melbun of all places. 

Subsequent exchange of emails resulted in a trip to 

Officeworks on a Sunday and after a small mone-

tary exchange for copies Max returned home with 

a plan for the Spitty. Work is now rapidly pro-

gressing  and hopefully we will all be treated to a 

show and tell about a PSS Spitfire in the not too 

distant future. 

www.rctrader.com.au 
It works for “wants” both ways. 

I used to hate the Internet but have to admit there 

is just about everything on there nowdays. For 

example when I‟m bored I surf the scale “stuff” 

and usually end up at my all time favourite 

www.retroplane.net  where they have lots and 

lots of good “stuff‟. Do you remember that 

Video El Presidente shown a few meetings ago 

with all those fabulous vintage models floating 

about….that‟s the site !.  

Anyway I was browsing and came a cross an 

amusing photo that you can find yourself with 

these few prompts. Can anybody give me a cap-

tion for the what the two men in the Terry Hol-

land version of the Doppi are doing or say-

ing ?...check it out and please let me know a cap-

tion suitable for a family mag and I‟ll print it 

along with the picture . On the way you might 

just find various ways for constructing remove-

able stabs and fins on a scale model plus why 

somebody felt the need to shove a lump of dowel 

up an aluminium tube ?. Enough to make your 

eyes water but not as much as those two fellas in 

the Terry Holland Doppi!. Heres a small 

hint...click on the image in the top left then go to 

participants and their models. Go on its only a 

larf 

Then try the boat section...you‟ll be amazed at 

the detail they put into their models . Talk about 

working minature dioramas that you can play 

with...I doubt a model is ever 100% finished. 

Ian Slack thought you all might enjoy this 

OK,  who read last months mag and found the 

brilliant sketches of the Letterbox spoiler mecha-

nism to say nothing of the two scale semi kits at 

very reasonable prices. Skybench was the site. 

Has anybody ordered one yet ?. If so let me know 

what its like ...Please. 

In fact if anybody has bought a part kit can you let 

us know what its like, ‘good value for money’ , 

‘not so good’, ‘not a lot for your money’ or ‘even 

downright rubbish’. Lets hear about it please. 

How about this for a canopy… 

Retroplane, of course, but which model ? 

Answers on a $10 note please 
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Power Pilots Page 

Hi all, Max here to welcome you to the 

*power pilots page* 
 

Just as a update from the previous PPP 

Justin and his Brother Shane both Got 

the Nod for their bronze wings last week 

Thanks to Ian Slack for all his 

Patience and guidance. 

 

Like last month we though another POWER 

PILOT PROFILE would be a Good Idea. 

 

This Month's Pilot is a Pilot most of you 

would know the name if not the face but he 

has been involved with RC Modelling for 

many years and has a wide variety of 

Experiences. 
 

David Law  

So let's ask Dave a few questions. 

 

Hi Dave How long have you been flying? 

62years Wow! Has it really been that long. 

 

What's your Favourite Type of plane?  

Easy one Max It has to be a 1/3 scale 

Pitts 

 

How many planes do you have? .  

Lost count when I started to hide them 

from my wife Robin. I love em and can't 

get enough at the moment, I have three 

that I am working on at the moment they 

are the Extra 330L, Cessna 182, and Trex 

700 Heli. The 330L is a CMPro kit and is 

powered with a 30cc Moki. A really great 

combination.  The Helicopter has an O.S. 

91 Hyper and could prove to be a bit of a 

handfull for an old geriatric like me but 

I live in hope.  I passed the Pitts Spe-

cial on to Scotty so we could see some 

pretty classy flying when he gets it up 

and running. 

 

What kind of Radio are you using ? 

I have a new Spektrum 2.4ghz that works 

really well and has more features than I 

can use. 

 

Where do you source your planes and equip-

ment?  

Mainly Hobby king here is the URL: 

http://www.hobbycity.com/hobbycity/store/

uh_index.asp 

 

 Thanks Dave and let's fly…...Max K 

From all the power pilots we would 

acknowledge the loss of one of our 

fondest Pilots Mal Cesar 
 

Mal was an inspiration to all of us 

and will be deeply missed 

 

Mal was a pioneer in the RC commu-

nity and helped a lot of us in many 

ways 

 

His PT20 that I bought from him 6 

months ago will fly always in his 

honour….Max K 

 

Can a hearse carrying a corpse  

drive in the carpool lane ?   
 

I have put this bit of offbeat humour in  

simply because Mal loved a joke,  especially when 

aimed at him….and there have been a few over the 

years while I have been doing this mag ... Colin Smith 

John Whittaker thought we might like to see this 

and a few more working miniature marvels can 

be seen at the sites below :-

www.craftsmanshipmuseum.com 

www.weberprecision.com 

www.engine-museum.com 

www.wemeshow.com  

http://www.hobbycity.com/hobbycity/store/uh_index.asp
http://www.hobbycity.com/hobbycity/store/uh_index.asp
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 VARMS Trophy 2010 
  

The VARMS trophy is a series of low key, 

fun competitions for two channel, two meter 

gliders, or entry level electric models. Begin-

ners are more than welcome and will learn a 

lot about catching thermals, model trim, fly-

ing a target time, landing on the spot and 

laughing when the “experts” get it very 

wrong. If the wind is blowing, we may go 

slope soaring instead, so please get your 

name on my list of interested people  

so I can contact you the day before. 

 Dates for 2010 are as follows: 

11th April 

              16th May 

                            20th June 
  

If you are interested, please get in touch with  

Bruce Clapperton   

Mobile 0438 644 867.  

  bruce.clapperton@boschrexroth.com.au  

WHADDYA   WANNA   DO ?  

We, as members, cant expect the committee to think of everything especially as they have their hand full 

with the council etc, so how about us members coming up with a few ideas to brighten up club meeting 

nights. OK, we can sit and be “bored”  OR get the formal stuff over ASAP and then have a bit of fun at the 

end. Show and tells are always good but hardly anybody builds these days.  

 

Radios have shrunk and materials diversified so as modellers how about getting your thinking caps on and 

…...well I’m sure you know what I’m getting at so here are a few ideas to ponder over. 
 

There are lots of these butterfly models on 2.4 so why not a bit of pylon racing or slalom around some 

poles. Number the planes and engage in a few wagers ? Spot landings ? Aerobatics. Pylons could be 2 or 3 

Helium balloons on a ground tether. I saw one web site where the Pomms were racing what looked like De-

pron trucks in a 3D format ie road and air ( www.giantcod.co.uk)   Fully shrouded props for safety….Looked 

like fun !....lots of it, although our hall isn't exactly big enough . Racing Depron lawn mowers or flying flat 

irons have all been done outside but not as slow speed racing for us oldies, now there a thought. 
 

Helicopters...spot landings, races, circuits and bumps, round the piano etc etc play a tune ? 
 

Round the pole ...I bet the majority haven't even heard of that let alone seen how much simple fun can be 

had for minimal outlay. 
 

Indoor control line aerobatics ….OK so a Dooling 61 isn't going to work but there must be something we can 

get into with Depron, short lines and varying speed. Slow speed aerobatics...now there’s an interesting idea.  
 

Paper aeroplanes...with RTF having taken over the market do our newcomers know what makes a plane 

fly...Paper planes can really help ….Do we want to resurrect and improve the flying meat tray comp ? 
 

 

The bottom line is to get that old thinking thingy up there working………. and create ‘stuff’. 

HAL - LEY- LOO - YAR ….. Its on again ! 
The best little airshow ever. That‟s my humble opinion 

but I do admit to a little bit of bias-tivity where PROPer 

planes are concerned. There‟s a pun there... “PROPer” 

planes as in ones with a bacon slicer up front instead of 

ones that belch flames and hot air out the backends.  

Check it all out at :-  

www.tyabbairshow.com.au 
 

TYABB AIRSHOW 

18th April 
 

Its probably the closest you can get to the planes and 

their pilots and there is usually plenty of side shows with 

vintage cars and “stuff”and of course parked aeroplanes. 

Not too big so its an easy day out...take a chair and pic-

nic, lay back and enjoy all the action, especially those 

wonderful Merlin engines in the Spitfires and Mus-

tangs…....see you there. 

How important does a person have to be before they are considered assassinated  

instead of just murdered?   

mailto:bruce.clapperton@boschrexroth.com.au
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Any problems with the field ring  

Martin “Grass”  Hopper 
9873 8256 

 

 

Our special thanks to Kelly and Ian Costello 

from 

Bakers Delight at The Glen Shopping Centre 

Glen Waverley 

 

And also to Bruce Robinson for collecting and 

bringing it all to the meetings each month. 
 

Training 
Dates  

11 Apr, 25 Apr 
9 May, 23 May 

 

Training Radio Frequencies 
are:  641   643   645 

 

VARMS Training is kindly 
sponsored by  

Hyperion  
Australia  

Mowing Roster 

  Feb Mar Apr 

Bruce Robinson 9887 8996    

Graeme Hollis 9739  4886    

Mal. Buckmaster 9763 1632    

Robert Kassell 9795 1330    

Henri Wohlmuth 9764 1921   * 

Jim Baker 9803 2185      * 

Geoff Moore ( Heliport) 9802 2044 

Max Koludrovic (Runways and Pits) 

FUTABA 6EX 2.4 Ghz  

Computer Radio Set for Sale 
 

2 Years Old…..6 Functions….6 Model Memory 

2 Programmable Mixers….Perfect condition 

Simple to program…..100 % reliable 

$190          

John Riley   0411020662 
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Opinions expressed in Aspectivity may not represent the views of VARMS Inc.  Editor, or Printer. 
VARMS Inc., the Editor and the Printer accept no responsibility for the accuracy of the content. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
VARMS  Web Site :   http:// www.varms.org.au—For up to date info on VARMS 
 

Current Members:                        If you change your address, please notify the Registrar and VMAA, 
                                                                      so that we can  maintain the correct addressing of this Newsletter. 
Potential Members:              If you are interested in joining VARMS, or learning more about our     
                                                                                                                      activities, please contact the Secretary, or other Committee member. 
 

 
 

VARMS (Inc.) was formed in 1968 to get together aero-modellers who were interested in    building and flying radio 
controlled gliders.  Members fly at many places, but have a home field on High Street Road, Wantirna South 
(Melways Map 72, C1), where training classes are free to all and are held on Sunday mornings, generally on a fort-
nightly basis.  Exact dates and times are posted on the field entrance gate.   

VARMS Training is kindly sponsored by Hyperion Australia. 
 

VARMS organises regular competitions in both Slope and Thermal Soaring, for many kinds of radio controlled  
gliders, ranging from fun-fly models to competition models and scale replicas. 
 

General Meetings are held on the SECOND FRIDAY of each month (except January) -  at the Glen Waverley Primary 
School Hall, in High Street Road, Glen Waverley (next to McDonalds on the corner of High Street Road and Spring-
vale Rd.).  Meetings start at 8:00 pm and visitors are welcome.  Formalities are usually followed by lively discussions 
on matters of interest to all modellers and a  light supper, supplied by Bakers Delight, The Glen Shopping Centre. 

Victorian Association of Radio Model Soaring Inc. 
Organisation No. A0001504U 

 
Affiliated with the  Federation Aeronautique Internationale  (FAI) 

The World Air Sports Federation 

If undelivered return to: 
VARMS Inc. 
P.O. Box 4096 
KNOX City Centre VIC  3152 

    

 
        
 

 

President Colin Collyer  9561 9097 

Secretary Roger Stevenson 9830 8293 

Treasurer Ian Pearson 5996 5019 

Contest Director Alan Mayhew 9887 7885 

Editor/ Site Manager Max Haysom 9801 3899 

Ordinary Member  Martin Hopper 9873 8256 

Registrar Bruce Clapperton 9803 3108 

Heli Group Rep Steven Malcman 9884 0614 

Sports power Rep Chris Kurdian 9762 0714 

Webmaster Steve Tester 9724 9728 


